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KYND Radio, a Synergy Broadcasting Station, Makes a Bold Move to KLVL
1480AM, a Bigger Stronger Platform in Houston Texas.
KYND has been the Fastest Growing Talk Radio Platform in Houston attracting some of the Top
Talent in the country and has just secured a bigger radio platform with KLVL 1480AM/95.3FM
HOUSTON, September 6, 2017 – KYND has been a powerful voice in the community garnering
attention and signing on some of the top thought leaders and entertainers in the country, such
as The Yolanda Adams Morning Show, The Les Brown Motivational Hour, Money Making
Conversations with Rushion McDonald and The Journey with Tiffany Smith. These and other
transformative speakers have created a unique and powerful conversation that’s galvanized
and inspired listeners all over the country to live their best life.
Now the Station affectionately known as “Kind Radio” has outgrown its old home and is moving
to a bigger Station Signal in the Houston Market, KYND 1520AM will now be broadcasted on
KLVL 1480AM, this powerful signal can be heard throughout all of Downtown Houston and
surrounding areas. KLVL will also broadcast on 95.3FM in Select Parts of the Houston market,
with Plans to Expand its FM Frequency throughout Houston in upcoming months. This move
also allows Synergy Broadcasting to expand to a 24 Hour Broadcast that opens up opportunity
for evening programming. Now listeners can enjoy live broadcasts in evening hours including
College Sports, Live Entertainment, Music Programming, and Special Events.
Synergy Broadcasting is committed to bringing its listeners “Talk that Inspires Change”. In an
era marked by polarizing politics, racial rhetoric and media mistrust, Synergy Broadcasting
provides a fresh talk-radio platform with international appeal as it offers a rich entre’ of
Innovative Life Strategists, that help listeners to live an authentic life.
Synergy Broadcasting Network is; “Radio You Watch like TV!” Each of the premier programs is
produced as a Live Video Broadcast with full TV Production Quality. The programs are
broadcasted through J-Stream which runs on Synergies website at synergyradionetwork.com
and other social media. Viewers can watch on any computer or mobile device
“The word ‘Synergy’ means the bringing together of smaller parts to create a stronger whole,
that’s been our story, this platform has grown at an astounding rate, attracting top celebrities
and thought leaders, this moves gives us a bigger voice in the 4th largest city in the country and
allows us to continue our mission which is to inspire positive change in communities across the
country”. Says Oscar Hines Managing Partner at Synergy Broadcasting LLC.
Synergy Broadcasting is located in a 5000 Sq. foot facility where it can accommodate a live
studio audience for broadcast and can stream these events through its sister company Genuine
Journey TV Network on ROKU, Android and Amazon Fire TV.
INTERVIEW REQUESTS for Oscar Hines, Morris Parsons or members of the Synergy Broadcast talent
line up, please contact: 281-892-2020 or genuinejourney@hotmail.com

